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July 16, 2020

Letter of Agreement 20-02
Pilot Options During Reduced Staffing

The United Pilot Agreement (UPA) requires that the Company offer a Voluntary
Furlough program and furlough avoidance Company Offered Leaves of Absence
(COLAs). This Letter of Agreement (LOA) 20-02 satisfies those requirements and offers
additional programs to offset Involuntary Furloughs. Also, there are new voluntary
programs that offer health insurance, pass travel, and other active benefits in
exchange for maintaining aircraft currency and qualification while furloughed. The full
language of the LOA can be found here. This issue of The Brief, summarizing the LOA,
has been prepared for your reference.
 
Structure of the Letter of Agreement
 
A) General Provisions
 
B) Active Pilot Programs

1. Voluntary Multi-Month Empty Line Program
2. Voluntary Half-Month COLA Program
3. Voluntary Full-Month COLA Program

C) Furloughed Pilot Programs

1. Voluntary Furlough Plus Program
2. Voluntary Furlough Program
3. Involuntary Furlough Plus Program
4. Furlough Training Program
5. Involuntary Furlough

General Provisions
 
This section differentiates the new programs described below from existing contract
language and covers bidding timelines, including the new concept of unconditional and
conditional bids described below.
 
These programs are designed to reduce the number of pilots eventually furloughed
involuntarily, on either a 1-for-1 or, for Half-Month COLAs 2-for-1, basis.
 
Active Pilot Programs
 
Multi-Month Empty Lines and Half-Month COLAs
 
Multi-Month Empty Lines and Half-Month COLAs for a continuous eight months are
available for all pilots to bid. An award for an Empty Line or a Half-Month COLA will
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encompass all of the bid periods from October 2020 through May 2021.
 
Multi-Month Empty Lines come with 20 hours of Add Pay paid in the June 2021 Bid
Period. Pilots will continue to bid normally for Continuing Qualification (CQ) events
and will be provided the opportunity to maintain currency.
 
Half-Month COLAs come with 10 hours of Add Pay paid in the June 2021 Bid Period.
Pilots awarded a Half-Month COLA during the initial bid (an “unconditional” bid) will
bid on blocks of 15 COLA days, which are at the beginning or end of each Bid Period.
 
For both the Multi-Month Empty Line and Half-Month COLA programs, the first 100
bidders in seniority order shall be awarded them. Additional awards will be
determined by the Company in seniority order by Category.
 
Conditional Bids
 
Conditional bids are for pilots who want a Multi-Month Empty Line or a Half-Month
COLA only in the event they are Involuntary Furloughed. Taking one of those options
allows the pilot to remain on active status with some ability to pick up flying on an
empty line. Pilots may place a conditional bid for a Multi-Month Empty Line or a Half-
Month COLA in lieu of furlough provided no Pilot senior to him is Involuntary
Furloughed. A Pilot placing a conditional bid will only be awarded this bid if they
are subject to Involuntary Furlough.
 
Even if awarded, the Pilot may still be Involuntarily Furloughed if a senior pilot is
subsequently Involuntarily Furloughed on the same date or at a later date. This is to
prevent an unacceptable situation where a senior pilot is Involuntarily Furloughed
while a junior pilot remains active. If the senior pilot instead accepts a Voluntary
Furlough, Multi-Month Empty Line or Half Month COLA, the conditional bids/awards
for junior pilots will remain in place.
 
Full Month COLAs
 
The Company will also award Full Month COLAs ranging from eight to 36 months. The
Pilot shall select the length of a COLA when placing a bid. Every Pilot who requests a
Full-Month COLA will be awarded one. Pilots on a Full-Month COLA will also have
access to all benefit programs (e.g., health insurance, long-term disability, life
insurance) at Active Pilot rates. Pilots on COLA have a defined return date and do not
have to wait for the Company to begin furlough recalls (though they remain subject to
Involuntary Furlough based on their seniority). A pilot wishing to extend an awarded
COLA would be subject to program availability, if any, at that time. Full Month COLAs
offset furloughs on a one for one basis.
 
Furloughed Pilot Programs
 
Voluntary Furlough
 
A pilot willing to step away from flying may choose a Voluntary Furlough in the
traditional sense. The Voluntary Furloughee would receive 12 months of active benefits
and would be recalled to the Category from which the pilot left unless the pilot is no
longer senior enough to hold that Category or if there are not unfilled vacancies in that
Category the pilot can hold.
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Return from a Voluntary Furlough is governed by the recall provisions of the UPA and
will occur once the Company determines more pilots are needed. Pilots should
consider the Full Month COLA program if they prefer a definitive return date instead of
relying on a future furlough recall date. Additionally, Full Month COLA pilots will
receive active benefits for the entire COLA period instead of just 12 months as a
Voluntary Furloughee. Both programs will offset Involuntary Furloughs on the same one
for one basis.
 
Furlough Plus
 
Both Voluntary and Involuntary Furlough programs offer an optional Voluntary
Furlough Plus and Involuntary Furlough Plus version. The Plus version provides active
benefits for the duration of a furlough in exchange for being available to maintain
currency through the Furlough Training Program (see below). Pilots in the Plus version
will be recalled from furlough to the Category from which the pilot was furloughed as
long as the pilot’s seniority can hold the Category or there is an unfilled vacancy in
that Category. Otherwise, the pilot will be permitted to displace upon return.
 
In exchange for these benefits, the pilot will forfeit their 7-E-1 bypass recall rights
(i.e., 10 year bypass). If the pilot is in an employment contract at the time of recall,
then the pilot will switch to a Personal Leave of Absence for the duration of their
contract not to exceed the limits in 7-F. Under certain circumstances, the 7-E-1 recall
bypass rights are restored - see the LOA language for details.
 
If a pilot would rather have access to the full 10-year bypass recall rights or would
rather not maintain currency and qualification, then the regular Voluntary Furlough
program and Involuntary Furlough would be applicable. A Pilot on a Voluntary
Furlough will continue benefits at Active rates for 12 months, and a Pilot on
Involuntary Furlough for 90 days.
 
Furlough Training Program
 
The Furlough Training Program is a joint program with the Company and the UAL MEC
Training Committee. The goal of this program is that pilots remain current and
qualified during their furlough, allowing more pilots to return at one time when
demand or manpower allows. The program will include the requirement to maintain
currency and qualification by attending LOFT/landings classes in the simulator and
attending CQ (typical nine-month cycle) and completing CQDL events.
 
In exchange for this program, the pilot is eligible for active benefits for the duration
of their furlough. The pilot is also compensated with an up-front 18 hours of Add Pay
to cover the first four in-person training days and three CQDLs. After that, the pilot is
compensated with 3.75 hours of pay per day of training and one hour per CQDL event.
To accomplish the currency and qualification training, the pilot will be provided
lodging, positive space travel, $76 per day per diem, and parking will be provided or
reimbursed.
 
In some cases, pilots may not be eligible for this program due to their status at the
time of furlough. If the pilot is not yet qualified, or if the pilot is displaced to
equipment that the pilot is not yet trained on, the Company may choose not to require
the pilot to fulfill the obligations of the required training. However, any pilot that opts
into either the Voluntary or Involuntary Furlough Plus program shall receive the active
benefits regardless if the Company chooses not to keep the pilot current and qualified.
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If the pilot starts the program and later fails to participate or chooses to leave the
program, then their benefits under this program will end.

Summary of LOA 20-02 Programs
 

Program Benefits Training
Requirements Pay Return

Rights
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for
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Training required
as active
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NA
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for
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Active
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obligation
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Old
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displaced
or
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while out

Voluntary
Furlough

Plus
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for
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except
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Furlough
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Furlough
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for 12
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Furlough
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Return to
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Full 10-

year
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COBRA
No LTD

Bypass
rights

 
*Old Category provided pilot has sufficient seniority or it has unfilled vacancies. If
not, pilot gets displacement rights.
**Prorated if pilot furloughed prior to May 2021

Respectfully,
 
UAL MEC Negotiating Committee
 

 

 
United Master Executive Council 
9550 W. Higgins Road, Suite 1000 

Rosemont, IL 60018 | 847-292-1700
www.alpa.org/ual
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